Genius No 240 Set by Picaroon

All clues are normal and all solutions are single words. However, the solutions are in no particular order and you must discover some other way of deciding where the solutions should be entered in the grid.

Deadline for entries is 23:59 BST on Saturday 1 July. You need to register once and then sign in to theguardian.com to enter our online competition for a £100 monthly prize.

- Keeps elastic pants worn by date
- PM briefly losing face and energy, finally put in the shade
- Nationalist figure's admitting regret, put back in cells
- Go back in contradictory directions, getting fare from Glasgow
- Group still welcoming conservationists
- Social change in America for museum workers
- Current friend of Harry's accompanying eg Maggie and Delia and old artisans
- Judge gathers decree ultimately must be reversed
- It's played in Africa either side of Kenya
- Retreating European left cross, with sense this is caused by foreign agents
- English abandoning great love for 19th-century writer
- Bishop possibly free to go around holy building
- Yellow colour seen in atmosphere? It might be this
- See family members making boasts
- Most vulgar fan of Labour PM uncovered stealing French art
- Leader of government bothers to get hired vehicles
- Simian really losing head in area with many trees
- Spot starter in Italy, which may be this
- Counterparts rejected concession on work
- Stroke outside of barrel Zoe emptied for mineral used to make porcelain
- They demand money in a day, holding monarch up
- Drinks described by short passage in cliched style
- Reversal of the present time's custom
- Scot's elder brother, extremely urbane, dropping Henry off
- Community of Jews left Hebrew letters around
- Idle, posh and artless court bores
- Fellow, irritating, putting away gallons, several of them
- Persian queen sans husband hosted by reportedly wise listener in the past